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We have experimentally verified the performance predicted for a high 

resolution spectrometer employing a varied line-space plane reflection 

grating1 . Fig. l' illustrates, the essential features of the optical 

system, consisting of a spherical mirror which accepts the incoming 

divergent light and produces a convergent beam incident-to the grating in 

its plane of dispersion. The 

spacings between adjacent grooves in the grating surface are determined so 

as to introduce minimum defocusing at a fixed detection position as the 

grating is rotated about its central groove to scan wavelength. In this 

geometry, the entrance slit and the detector are both fixed in position. 

,i This requires the following focusing condition: 

r' 'COS
2Si(SinS l ' - 'sinal) , -COS

2sl(sinS 2 - sina 2 ) 
= 2" , 

sinal) 
, 2 

sina2 ) r cos a 2 (sinS 1 - - cos al(sinS2 - (1) 
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where r is the distance to the reflected focus of the entrance slit, r' is 

the image distance, a is the angle of incidence, and e is the angle of 

diffraction. All distances and angles are relative to the center of the 

grating. The subscripts denote two wavelengths where the geometrical 

aberrations of the grating are minimized by a single variation in the 

groove spacings. 

In the present experiment (Fig. 2) a laboratory Penning light source 2 ,3 

was placed in the proximity of the entrance slit to the spectrograph. THe 

grating was manufactured by the Perkin-Elmer Corporation, and had a nominal 

groove density of 1800 g/mm. The full grating aperture (60 mm) was used 

for all exposures, yielding a nominal collection angle of 5 milliradians in 

the dispersion plane. A Schumann-type emulsion film (Kodak 101), situated 

at the focal plane, recorded the astigmatic spectral lines. The exposure 

time per spectrum was thus quite long, approximately 2 hour.s. 

Microdensitometer traces of the film transmission density profiles are 

shown in Fig. 3 for portions of three spectra centered on selected emission 

lines. The different wavelength bands were obtained by simply rotating the 

grating about its central groove. Using a 10 micron slit, the resolving 

power AI ~A) is seen to be approximately 30,000 at 130 K and 35,000 at 

160 K. Due mainly to the use of a larger entrance slit width (20 microns), 

the resolution was reduced to approximately 16,000 at 208 I. 

c'· 

An interesting practical result of the narrow singlet Al IV line seen in {, 

Fig. 3b is that even a coarse monochromator ( AI ~A= 100) can select one or 

the other of two resonance lines located at 160.073 and 161.686 ! and thus 

provide a temporally coherent source for interferometry or dispersive 
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microscopy . 
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The Ne IV doublet seen in Fig. 3c represents experimental confirmation 

of that spectroscopic transition as previously designated5 to be 

2s22p 3_2s22p2(3p)3s4 . The splitting of this doublet is 

approximately 56 mK, with a similar splitting seen for the other two 

doublets having the same transition sequence (208.734 and 208.899 l). 

The results reported in Fig. 3 were obtained in anticipation of the use 

of this instrument to measure the line widths of neon-like species such as ',"

selenium and yttrium, which have been shown to exhibi t lasing at(;. 

wavelengths near the regions tested here 6 . In those experiments, 

throughput will be dramatically increased by use of a pre-mirror to remove ;" 

astigmatism at the focal plane1 , and a second pre-mirror will be used to 

focus the narrow emitting region onto the entrance 

spectrometer. 

slit of the 

A second consequence of the varied-space grating geometry discussed 

above. employing a converging beam incident to the grating, is that the 

focal surface is approximately flat and perpendicular to the principal 

dispersed ray. The line profiles shoWn in Fig. 3 were in fact taken over 

different,regions along a 25 mm length of film. which subtended a' spectral 

range of 1.8 to 4.0 K depending on the wavelength setting. Unlike the 

conventional Rowland circle geometry, this normal incidence focal plane 

geometry facilitates the use of high ef.ficiency detection systems, and 

results in a finite magnification (or de-magnification) of the entrance 

slit. This will be used to advantage when coupled to an electronic 
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detector, as the spectral images were designed to be magnified images of 

the entrance slit, thus minimizing the effect of large detection pixels. 

The resulting plate scales for the spectra shown in Fig. 3 are .158 R/mm, 

.125 K/mm and .071 K/mm, respectively. Therefore, the resolving power of 

30,000 presented in this work will be maintained if the detector has a 

spatial resolution better than 40 microns. However, even if the detector 

resolution is 125 microns. the resolving power will be 10,000 on average 

over the 100-250 X spectral region. 

Our demonstrated resolution exceeds that of previous high resolution 

spectrometers or monochromators by a factor of approximately 10 in this 

wavelength region7- 11 . The reasons for this large improvement inc·lude 

the ease of alignment due to the normal incidence focal plane, the 

diffraction-limited optics due to use of only plane and spherical 

reflective surfaces, and the fixed entrance slit and focal plane. 

To exemplify the type of new spectroscopic opportunities made possible 

by this order of magnitude increase in resolution. the spectrum of 

autoionized lines of Al-III was recorded at a resolution of approximately 6 

milliangstroms, and a section of the microdensitometer trace is shown in 

Fig. 4. This trace reveals fine structure of order 10 milliangstroms 

within a line complex located near 171.2 K. A more complete spectrum of 

the autoionized Al-III sequence revealed twelve spectral lines between 

approximately 169.0 X and 174.5 !,consistent with previous theoretical 

predictions 2 . 

In a simpler configuration. the optical system show in Fig. 1 becomes a 

monochromator by placing an exit slit at the focal plane. The advantage of 
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fixed slits combined with high resolution and the use of only plane and 

spherical reflective surfaces, is self-evident for applications involving 

immovable and bright sources, such as synchrotron radiation12 . The 

physical parameters and phase space acceptance of the present instrument (6 

meters in length, 10 micron entrance slit, 5 milliradian vertical 

acceptance) is ideally suited for a synchrotron radiation beamline. 

The authors would like to gratefully acknowledge discussions with and 

support from Dr. Dennis Matthews. The authors also thank Dr. G. Hirst and 

S. Coles of the Perkin-Elmer Corporation for diligent efforts in 

of the instrument and fabrication of the grating, R. Delano for machining 
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Figure Captions 

Fig. 1. Optical layout of the high resolution spectrometer. A plane varied 

line-space grazing incidence grating is simply rotated about its central 

groove to tune the wavelength band without introducing significant 

aberration. The focal surface is at normal incidence (i.e. erect) to the 

diffracted beam. 

Fig. 2. Photograph of the high resolution spectrometer, which measures 

approximately 6 meters in length from the entrance slit to the focal 

plane. The optics are located in the central chamber located between two 

3-m length pipes. 

Fig. 3. Microdensitometer trace of film images of a plasma consisting of 

sputtered aluminum and gaseous neon, where the spectrometer grating is 

rotated to select different spectral ranges, centered at lines near a) Al 

IV 130 A. b) Al IV 160 K. and c) Ne IV 208!. The spectral resolution is 

seen to be a) 4. b) 4.5. and c) 13 milliangstroms. A resolution of 

approximately 7 milliangstroms was also obtained for 208 ~ when the 

entrance slit was closed to 10 microns. 

Fig. 4. Microdensitometer trace of film images of sputtered AI-III 

autoionized sequence. The resolving power of 25,000 to 30,000 results in 

the separation 

several previously undiscovered lines. Approximate wavelengths are 

indicated. 
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Fig. 1 . Op'tical layout of the high resolution spectrometer. A plane varied 

line-space grazing incidence grating is simply rotated about its central 

groove to tune the wavelength band without 'introducing significant 

aberration. The focal surface is at normal incidence (i.e. erect) to the 
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Fig. 2 . Photograph of the high resolution spectrometer, which measures approx imately 6 meters in 

length from the entrance slit to the focal plane. The optics are located in the central chamber 

located between two 3-m length pipes. 
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Fig . 3. Microdensitometer trace of film images of a plasma consisting of 

sputtered aluminum and gaseous ne on, where the spectrometer grating is 

r otDted to selec t different spectral ranges, centered at line s nea r a) Al 

IV 130 ~ , b) Al IV 160 K, and c) Ne IV 208 X. The spec tral r eso lu t i o n i s 

see n to b e a) 4 . b) 4 . 5. and c) 13 milliangstroms. A res olution of 

approximat e ly 7 mi.lliangstroms was also obtained for 208 ~ when the 

e ntrance sli t was c losed to 10 microns . 
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~ig. 4. Microdensitometer trace of film images of sputtered Al-III 

autoionized sequence. The resolving power of 25,000 to 30:000 results in 

the separation of 

several previously undiscovered lines. Approximate wavelengths are 

} indicated. 
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